
By Kate Large

Like the sound of doubling channel
density for half the hardware cost?

That’s the claim being made by
OmniBus Systems as it demon-
strates its new iTX Enterprise Suite. 

The iTX Enterprise Suite aims
to deliver an automated end-to-end
process flow, starting with ingest
and media management. 

Scheduled  and  on-demand
feeds, as well as ad-hoc ingest are
supported, together with content
file delivery services, clip prepa-
ration and automated tools for
managing content movement. 

Job tracking and management
information tools manage large
broadcast and media workflows, with
third-party scheduling, production
and DAM systems, and recording of
workflow completed externally. 

A new iTX playout engine and
new I/O hardware enable multiple
in/out channels on a single unit.
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During the last years, the handling of
ad sales became much more com-
plex. This is due to a lot of different
reasons. For example, there are many
different platforms that have become
increasingly important, and there is a
huge variety of different advertising
types as well as sales policies and
even the contracts themselves
became more complicated. 

In addition, given the current eco-
nomic situation, on the one hand
broadcasters are forced to make as
much money as possible out of the
available airtime. On the other hand
they have to provide ‘non-TV’ platforms
that can be used to generate more
revenue by selling different forms of
advertising. All of this makes the han-
dling of ad sales more challenging
than it ever was before. 

Taking this into account, software
vendors like S4M have to provide new
answers that rise to these challenges
and really meet the clients’ needs as
well as the market demands.

First, broadcasters need flexibility.
They all have special workflows and –
due to a most dynamic industry – con-
stantly changing needs. Customers
want to be able to act independently.
They want to develop applications or
let third party companies do so, and
they want to customise sales systems
themselves. Using web services tech-
nology, this is exactly what we make
possible with our latest sales software.

Second, broadcasters need prag-
matic solutions. It is true that clients
definitely have to cover different plat-
forms like TV, mobile devices or the
internet with combined advertising
campaigns. But it is also true that it
is not always possible to change the
whole system landscape. Existing and
new systems – no matter if they come
from different vendors – need to be

combined in a way that enables
clients to deal with diverse platforms
while using a central module. That’s
what we call Central Sales Order
Management.  

The idea is to centrally control
cross-media-campaigns from order
and deal management over budget
split and allocation to sales channel
performance tracking and invoicing. 

Third, broadcasters need easy yet
effective solutions. For example auto-
mated spot optimisation makes it
possible to reduce the over delivery
of ‘manual’ GRP-bookings dramati-
cally while keeping – and even
improving – customer placement pref-
erences. Or simply said: using less
airtime opens up the opportunity to
generate additional revenue. And this
functionality can be offered as Soft-
ware as a Service (SaaS). 

That means for example, our spot
optimisation engine can be accessed
via the internet and can be used inde-
pendently – no matter what kind of
airtime sales system a broadcaster
has in use. The broadcaster wouldn’t
need to maintain the corresponding
software at his own location at all.   

Service Oriented Architecture, inte-
gration and SaaS – at S4M we are
sure that these are subjects that will
move broadcasters and IBC visitors
not only during the exhibition, but for
the next years. 
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Meeting the sales challenge
Dr Manfred Heinen, managing director S4M Solutions for Media calls
for new answers to the unique requirements of cross-media sales

Manfred Heinen:
Broadcasters need flexibility

Opinion

By David Fox

Vortex has supplied an HD-Clock
system (through DEGA Broadcast)
for  UK breakfast  broadcaster
GMTV to replace two Kronoss SDI
On-Air clock generators that Vortex
supplied about five years ago when
GMTV broadcast only in SD.

HD-Clock works with both HD-
SDI and SD-SDI and lets users cre-
a te  d ig i ta l  on-a i r  c locks  ver y
simply using software, with only
the need to have images of each
digit 0-9 and the background. HD-
Clock references externally to
SMPTE-EBU Timecode for accu-
rate on-air timing and is part Vor-
tex’s HD-Logo range.

HD-Logo is a four-layer HD/SD
logo generator board with built-in

linear downstream keyer that can
provide static or animated logos on
each of its four layers. Up to four
cards from the HD range (HD-
Clock, HD-Text, HD-DSK and
HD-Mix) can be f itted in a 1RU
rack equipped with automatic
bypass for the main programme/
transmission paths.

As a promotion at IBC, Vortex
is offering either HD-Clock or HD-
Text capability in addition to static
and animated logos at no addi-
tional cost. HD-Text lets users send
live text to static or scrolling,
ticker type displays. Combined
with a static or animated logo, it
lets  users create a mult i- layer
graphical overlay for news, sport
and financial programmes.
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GMTV wakes to HD-Clock
Vortex recently supplied an HD-Clock for GMTV in the UK

By Ian McMurray

AirTies is showcasing its wireless
home media network, featuring its

range of self-provisioning set-top
boxes and wireless media access
points  l inked wire less ly  wi th
UPnP servers, VoIP phones, print-
ers ,  PCs and s torage devices ,
seamlessly supporting both IPTV
and OTT services. 

The company is also previewing
the Air 4420, described as the
industry’s first self-service wireless
video gateway. It features 802.11n
high speed wireless connectivity
for high reliability, predictable
bandwidth and high speed perform-
ance for real-time video distribu-

tion in the home, together with
push-button wireless network set
up and configuration, multi-room
PVR and UPnP server. 

Also on display is the high defi-
nition Air 7124 wireless, IPTV/
WebTV set-top box (STB) which
is targeted at IPTV and OTT oper-
ators and, says AirTies, eliminates
the need for cables between multi-
ple STBs, allowing the device to
be located anywhere in the home
with single-touch, automated cus-
tomer installation. 
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Wireless home featured by AirTies

AirTies’ Air 4420 is a wireless gateway New OmniBus process suite

Automation end-to-
end from OmniBus


